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Head to head: How will native advertising 

evolve in 2015? 

Native advertising split opinion in 2014, with publishers, brands and agencies alike 

struggling to make sense of the opportunities available. 

The Drum caught up with four players in the native advertising mix – media agency, 

publisher, brand and native ad platform – to get their perspectives on native as it 

transitions to become an ever more valuable component of the media landscape for brands 

and publishers. 

Creative Review:  

The media agency: Tom Dunn, head of digital strategy, 

Maxus Global 

                                              
 
 

By all accounts, 2014 was the year that native advertising evolved from buzzword to 

serious contender in the media plan. Yet brands have being producing native (in the form 
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of paid search, Facebook posts and tweets and the like) as a matter of course for years, 

while Buzzfeed exemplifies a new breed of publishers producing commercial content to 

fit the digital experience. Publishers still grappling with their native proposition now fall 

far behind the curve. 

The greatest challenge for native advertising as we start 2015 remains one of perception. 

With native offering a win-win to publishers and brands alike, without detracting from 

user experience (in fact when executed well, positively enhancing it) it shouldn’t be a 

terribly hard sell. Yet this being a relatively nascent development in digital, the usual 

barriers exist. 

As with everything in media, this year there have been two opposing camps in native. One 

is the John Oliver school of thought, whereby evil advertisers are eroding editorial 

integrity by tricking consumers into reading their content. The other positions native 

advertising as the silver bullet to solve everything, sounding the death knell of display. As 

ever, the reality is more rational – people will read excellent content no matter who 

produces it, while native never set out to achieve the direct response objective of digital 

display. 

Lack of standardisation is a challenge, and was the main topic of debate at an AOP panel 

earlier this year. By its nature, native ads don’t adhere to a set format and, as such, defy 

IAB standards.  But while this poses issues around measurement of native campaigns – 

that lack of standardisation is also a fantastic USP. If native ads looked the same wherever 

they appear, they wouldn’t be native. And standardising native ads risks removing that 

which makes them so appealing - namely, seamless integration with the experience. 

Therein lies one of the greatest opportunities for 2015: creativity. Creative agencies have 

tended not to pick up the majority of native briefs, handing exciting creative responsibility 

to media agencies, as well as niche specialists. That said, native still needs to move up the 

food chain to be viewed as a credible part of the media mix by creative agencies and 

clients. 

 


